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Mark

Demonstration of Technical &
Visual Skills
Materials, techniques, observational
skills, visual awareness, design and
compositional skills

Range 0-20

Quality of Outcome
Content, application of knowledge,
presentation of work in a coherent
manner with discernment.
Conceptualisation of thoughts,
communication of ideas.

Range 0-40

Demonstration of Creativity
Imagination, experimentation, invention,
articulating independent judgements and
a personal creative voice.

Range 0-20

Context
Demonstrate awareness of
appropriate historical, critical,
professional and/or emerging
contexts, debates; in your creative
practice and use critical and
reflective skills to support a self-
directed and sustained personal
and/or professional position.

Range 0-20

Unit Tutor Wendy McMurdo

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA Feedback (please comment on achievement
against assessment criteria)

Very competent technical and visual skills.

Competent realisation of ideas, presented well,
showing consistency in judgement. Effective grasp of
ideas and communication of visual ideas.

Creative, takes risks with imaginative and successful
outcomes. Very good synthesis of analytical and
creative thinking,  integrating many significant
independent judgements and clearly articulating a
personal creative voice.

Critical awareness of an excellent breadth of contexts
and debates extending your personal and/or
professional knowledge and understanding.

Student Name Anna Carla Goodchild
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Visual Arts Level 3 Summative Assessment Mark (%)

Overall Comments and Feed Forward
This submission is representative of a significant amount of work and effort and you should be pleased
with the outcome. There are some really interesting ideas at play here and the material that you had
access to provided an excellent starting point that you carried through a number of appropriate research
cycles to culminate in a thought provoking and engaging body of work.

Reading through the letters in the book offered an insight in to a world that many of us are not familiar with
and that is at odds with the kind of representation of prison spaces that you are attempting to critique.
However, the three elements that you have included, the photographs, plant samples and letters do not
quite gel together as a completely resolved piece of work. We were left looking for clues as to how these
things connect, perhaps something in the letters or an element within an image.

In terms of the prints, there are visual moments that ask the viewer to think about prisons in a different
way, the image of the visiting/class room with the painted walls for example, but in order to address a
'perceived' representation could the view that you offer be even more different?

The exhibition that you have suggested through the photograph of the maquette, looks interesting and I
expect the experience of the letters will be significantly different when viewed on the wall by a viewer
moving about a physical space. We look forward to seeing how the work is manifested in the Sustaining
Your Practice unit.
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